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Motivation

High-ResolutionScale Variation

How to learn effective multi-scale features and resore high-resolution density maps?
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Related works - Feature Fusion

element-wise additionconcatenation attention-guided fusion

V. A. Sindagi and V. M. Pateld, “Multi-level bottom-top and top-bottom feature fusion for crowd counting,” in ICCV, 2019.
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Related works - Feature Fusion

RNN

ConvLSTM



Related works - High Resolution

K, Sun, B. Xiao, D. Liu. “Deep High-Resolution Representation Learning for Human Pose Estimation,” in CVPR, 2019.



Contributions

 a coarse-to-fine scheme is introduced to gradually restore the high-resolution feature map; 

 a recurrent module is deployed in feature fusion process to enrich feature representations; 

 a multi-resolution supervision strategy is used for our network.

RSANet -  a recurrent scale-aware network



Our Method -  Recurrent scale-aware network



Our Method - Multi-resolution supervision loss 

where � is the number of scales, �  is the number of images in a batch, �(� � ; �) is the estimated density 
map for training image � �with parameters �,  ��

 � � is the ground truth density map of � � ,  �푛푒��  is the 
nearest neighbor upsampling operation to ensure the same scale of two density maps,  ��  is the 
specified output resolution of density map.



Results - Datasets

482 images

241,677 heads

1535 images

1,251,642 heads

716 images

88,488 heads



Results - ShanghaiTech dataset



Results - UCF-QNRF dataset



Results - Ablation study



Results - Visualization



Conclusion

• Detailed information from low-level feature helps to restore high-resolution density map. 

• Recurrent network is an effective way to guide learning process of scales adaptively.

• Task of crowd counting can draw on the experience of other density prediction tasks such as 

semantic segmentation, pose estimation, etc.
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